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Keeping wife on toes with Black Arts
August 31, 2015 | 5 upvotes | by theultmatecad

/u/TrainingTheBrain wrote an exceptional post earlier today. He made an excellent case for extinguishing
complacency in your marriage provided 10 examples on how one can attempt to keep her vagina tingling.
We all know the text book stories of bored wives who "should" be happy but are not.
While I agree with 100 percent of the post, I am motivated to nudge the conversation in a SLIGHTLY
different direction. I don't think there was enough "push" in his post.
First, let's talk about WHY frame, OI and your rapidly rising SMV "work". The short and sweet answer is
that it signals dominance. Women want and need leadership so they are attracted to the man they think is
above them. Women will spend hours worrying if "Chad" is pleased. They won't think twice about Fat
Mamas boy Billybeta because he is beneath her. Invisible really.
Sometimes..and I mean occasionally, it's ok to let a sharp insult or action loose. Show her the dog has
teeth. The post I referred to has super examples of Pull. As I reread it I thought a bit of a man working his
ass off to "deserve" the girl. Almost as if one should try their fucking best to be the best man possible to
establish that dominance we know she wants.
That's true. But....we don't want her to KNOW we work hard to be awesome. She should just think we are
better because we ARE better.
Here is where some "evil" pushing can help.
Ask her to run out and pick up lunch while you watch kids and do some yard work. Then when she
returns tell her she fucked up the order and she needs to go back and get it right this time.
Fuck dread game. Come out and tell her some 23 year old asked you to buy her lunch. Tell her it's
tempting because that's the peak age for a woman's sexuality.
Make a date, babysitters, the whole nine yards. Then "forget".
You get the point. Push a bit....then pull her in with fatherly love. Tell her how cute she looks when she
gets mad and that you love the family you started.
Be a dick sometimes. Women absolutely do this to men on fucking purpose because it works.
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Comments

[deleted] • 6 points • 1 September, 2015 12:44 PM* 

Please note this thread is crossposted to BP and may be brigaded , please see flair tags for bias. Voting will be
skewed and not necessarily representative of MRP.

[deleted] • 5 points • 1 September, 2015 01:22 PM 

Of course it is.

I am the big bad wolf. The abusive, philandering jerk who choked his wife and earned EC status for my
claim that women and dogs are equal

Rasalom72 • 3 points • 1 September, 2015 01:14 PM 

I've found that you don't really need to plan to do things like this.. that they will happen all on their own, usually
because of the SO... just wait for those situations to arise, and capitalize on them.

You won't even have to worry about her forgetting, as it's a common enough thing, she can't help it.... AWALT.

watch_ping • 3 points • 1 September, 2015 04:26 PM 

I agree, though I love the downvotes you're getting from the still plugged in betas

[deleted] • 5 points • 1 September, 2015 06:17 PM 

Most folks see an idea they disagree with and move on. Anyone commenting multiple times is begging for
my attention.

Can't really blame em. Im fucking fantastic and they likely dont have an opportunity in their real life to
interact with someone as great as me.

Redneck001 • 2 points • 1 September, 2015 09:28 PM 

I'm really disappointed in you, man.

The 23 year old should be buying your lunch.

[deleted] • 1 point • 1 September, 2015 10:18 PM 

Haha....It's a hypothetical to piss off wife so I made more believable.

I've been working hard on that body fat. HIIT, low carb, and lifting.

Veins popping everywhere, pants sagging, and bones protruding from hips

Redneck001 • 1 point • 1 September, 2015 11:05 PM 

I've been meaning to ask you if those abs have shown up

[deleted] • 1 point • 1 September, 2015 11:50 PM 

Slowly but surely. I dropped four pounds quick. Then scale stalled but my clothes continued
to fit better and I set new personal records for Pullups and bar dips.

I took your advice and made my goal to be the fittest man in any room I enter so fuck the
scale. It will follow me, not lead me.
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[deleted] • 5 points • 1 September, 2015 11:07 AM* 

Every abundance creates a scarcity, I agree with you that there cannot be a Pull if you do not have a Push.

I often liken it to the ying yang, not so much because of the spiritual aspect of it but rather the balance between
the masculine and feminine. It can be construed any way you'd like really:

Masculine vs Feminine

Dominant vs Submissive

Push vs Pull

They all serve a purpose and need to be balanced. I don't understand the issue a few guys are having as this is a
solid aspect of any balanced foundation. Sure, I wouldn't intentionally switch my order, but that doesn't mean I
wouldn't do something else to stir the pot.

Every Man here needs to remember that this is Red Pill which means there are some harsh truths that need to be
faced, the fact that your woman needs to see the angry/disappointed you from time to time is simply how it is,
AWALT.

Also, to those who are bitching about this post this is an internet forum, take what works and disregard the rest.
Do NOT try to censor someone else's message because it doesn't align with your personal perspective of what is
right and wrong.

There are a few solid points in this post that were lost because most guys stopped reading at, "I don't think there
was enough "push" in his post." like nothing of value can be gained from walking on the other side of what
keeps the fire of tingles alive.

If you always pull, then it becomes an expectation, which leads to comfort, which leads to complacency, which
leads to Ashley Madison.

Balance the attention, Push and Pull.

EDIT added some verbiage

ZeeyardSA • 3 points • 1 September, 2015 02:34 PM 

the fact that your woman needs to see the angry/disappointed you from time to time is simply how it is,
AWALT.

I have ignored this for too long....

[deleted] • 4 points • 1 September, 2015 11:54 AM 

The maestro gives a performance in accepting feedback and maintaining frame.

Good posts are the beginning of conversations, not the end

[deleted] • 2 points • 1 September, 2015 12:03 PM 

Good posts are the beginning of conversations, not the end

Absolutely, anyone who upvotes and enjoys certain topics but downvotes and blasts anything that is not
aligned to their personal view is never going to grow as they are not exposing themselves to the entire
spectrum. How can someone say something doesn't work if they've never tried it.

For that matter, looking at TRP and the success it has given Men, who in the beginning would have ever
agreed with the point that Women don't Love the same as Men or AWALT or Insert any of the pillars of
the TRP foundation??
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If guys can't even fathom the possibility of doing something that goes against what 'The Mrs.' would like,
has the message been lost that this is about Optimal Living for the Masculine Married Man??

Archwinger • 2 points • 1 September, 2015 03:36 AM 

This actually serves a greater purpose.

If you're some lame-ass chump, scuffling about with his head down, tiptoeing in his own house, trying his
hardest not to piss his wife off, you're going to be caught off guard when she blows up at you over something
stupid.

But if you're deliberately fucking with her, doing shit you know she's going to come unhinged about, you know
what to expect and when to expect it. You chose the battles and the battleground. You already have your next
move and the solution planned. You resolve the conflict. Plus you can find fucking with your wife entertaining.

Women need drama. They need conflict. They need to fight with you. If you walk around being a loser, trying
your hardest to avoid it, she's going to create the drama and conflict she needs herself. You might as well feed
her drama monster in a more controlled manner by fucking with her for fun.

[deleted] • 5 points • 1 September, 2015 06:43 AM 

Sun Tzu could not have said it better

[deleted] • 2 points • 1 September, 2015 12:49 PM 

I've accidentally done this. When I first started dating the spouse, I remember pinging off her, took 6 hours. I
wanted to see how much she could take before she cried. She was so confused when she did, and I knew how
far I could push from then on.

it's fun, if nothing else. Mad and sad aren't your enemy, apathetic and cold... are

BluepillProfessor • 1 point • 1 September, 2015 06:57 PM 

Awww! You meany.

SorcererKing • 7 points • 1 September, 2015 01:53 AM 

Here's a good dickish way to start some shit: mention in passing (with an aloof scholarly interest) that you read
that in Japan the wife selects her husband's mistress - to make sure she's high quality, hot enough, and reflects
well on the wife and family. Comment about how much you admire that system and how many problems it
might solve if practiced here.

I read that somewhere a while back. Maybe that's an old custom, maybe it's not a thing, doesn't really matter. It
will kick up some shit for sure.

[deleted] • 3 points • 1 September, 2015 02:07 AM 

I like it. Especially if you never admit it's anything but your heartfelt belief

[deleted] • 4 points • 1 September, 2015 05:05 AM

[permanently deleted]

[deleted] • 5 points • 1 September, 2015 12:52 PM 

you've never had your wife tell you that she liked it when you were a dick to her? I have, so has Cad I bet.

get off your soapbox. angry and sad aren't bad emotions, she'll be thankful that you still have her feeling
them.
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[deleted] • 6 points • 1 September, 2015 06:41 AM 

Everything you said relates to how you feel about what I wrote, not whether it's effective.

Can you convince me that this is a poor sexual strategy? That it will backfire and cause huge problems?

We deal with women the way they ARE. We discuss things that WORK. You don't have to agree, you don't
have to like it, and you don't have to use these tactics.

But if you want to have a discussion then you need to begin by telling me why this is ineffective.

[deleted] • 0 points • 1 September, 2015 07:13 AM

[permanently deleted]

[deleted] • 3 points • 1 September, 2015 10:45 AM* 

This is some serious frame you are showing us...your wife must be impressed!

Nothing here convincing me of anything. Just you and your morals preaching. Telling me what you
think your hero redpillers MIGHT say.

Let me ask you this:

Why do women stay with their ex con PHYSICALLY abusive husbands? They get literally beaten
and stay. The guy is usually in sorry mode making up to her for beatings. He is literally pushing and
pulling to the extreme

These women spend all day trying to keep him from hitting and when she succeeds she is ecstatic.

I am not condoning this behavior but explaining it. The 80 percent of divorces initiated by women?
Not beaten wives, but bored wives.

[deleted] • 0 points • 1 September, 2015 04:27 PM

[permanently deleted]

BluepillProfessor • 2 points • 1 September, 2015 07:20 PM 

As a man, do you have anything better to do than to be a tap dancing little bitch,
humiliating himself to get a psychologically damaged gutter snipe TYPICAL WOMAN
hot and wet?

FTFY. The answer is not really. I LIKE to make my woman hot and wet.

Doesn't seem worth it to me. This blue collar/ghetto/bario shit wouldn't resonate in a
million years with certain demographics.

As you point out the gaslighting on the order would not work with some women but I don't
think it has much to do with demographics or education. AWALT.

TLDR: The tingles are born in a defensive crouch.

Ananasboat • -1 points • 1 September, 2015 07:20 AM 

It's a sad day when rprs are proud they've beaten all shred of self confidence out of their wives. It's
like The Taming of the Shrew. Starve them until they agree that the sun is actually the moon.

And on top of that, gaslighting is just abusive as shit. Holy damn. This dude's proud of himself?

Bekazzled • 3 points • 5 September, 2015 05:32 AM 

Not to mention that this thread highlights everything that is wrong with MRP - everything is
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contradictory. I've seen maybe 50+ posts come through here over a few months where a guy says
everything's cool with his wife and the sex is great, MRP theory is working... then later, taking it
too far, he posts in a panic because he has decided to fuck with his wife by game-playing and
when she reacted badly, posters point out that you shouldn't be using dread if there's no need for
it.

Or that's how it used to be until about two months ago. The board has changed. Any male that
isn't constantly flirting with other women or have their wife cringing in fear on a constant basis is
a pussy. What's the next step: "Try beating to death her cat in front of her... let her know YOU
ARE IN CONTROL HERE." ? Seems like it.

This is why I see more guys posting in purple pill, RP, MRP and exRP stating that they left MRP
because it has changed so much. The wife is not your partner here, she's your enemy. And you
guys actually think that. WOW.

Or rather, you all agree like sheep with the latest thinking of the "big wigs" of the thread. "Big
names" such as theultmatecad, bluepillprofessor, whinemoreplease, etc - whatever they say is
"GOLD" and will not be defied. It's hilarious to see all the comments agreeing with one
perspective, then one of the head honchos comes on and totally annihilates these thoughts and the
OP's sentiment in one contradictory, obnoxious statement. All it takes is for one of these GODS
OF MEN to tell you you're a pussy, and the response is always, "you're right as usual. Thanks!"

It's amazing, watching this MRP sub change. You guys are self-imploding. All these guys posting
about how it all has worked out according to MRP, marriage is on track and wife is submissive
and fucks husband enthusiastically, "But I feel apathetic about everything." No one says, "it's
because we taught you outcome independence, which is one of the basic tenets of cults like the
Westboro Baptist Church. It stops you from feeling human emotions, because your emotions are
worthless. You have to obey a higher power." This is why you all idolize the mods or big names.
It's really pathetic hero-worship and turns you into the betas you say you're not.

By all means, fellas, put the hands of your life and marriage into those of your Kings, men you
have never met before in your life, one of whom will ban you from this sub if you point out that
he is currently in an on-off relationship with his divorced wife after applying MRP. He's got ALL
the answers.

Even Scientology is starting to make more sense than this sub. And PS yes dripred, a lot of blue
collar workers here, and (surprise! surprise!) a lot of AJs (army jerks). Someone starts up about
the military or navy and it derails the sub into the "good old days". However, most men here
pretend that they make a ridiculous amount of money, because if you earn under six figures you're
beta.

[deleted] • 2 points • 1 September, 2015 07:37 AM

[permanently deleted]

Ananasboat • 1 point • 1 September, 2015 08:34 AM 

It screams emotional abuse. I feel awful for this poor guy's wife.

[deleted] • 3 points • 1 September, 2015 11:00 AM 

Thanks for this:

When I hear white knights and feminists and fags accusing me of "emotional abuse" then I
know I am on the right track. It's like a broken compass that points due south.
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antariusz • 2 points • 2 September, 2015 09:24 AM 

My girlfriend of the past few months "demanded" I call her sweetheart while we were
fooling around/foreplay tonight. So of course I laughed in her face and called her "sour
lips" and made a lemon face while kissing her. It turned into a big / recurring joke
throughout the rest of the night tonight. When she demanded again during sex a few
minutes later I simply put my hand over her mouth and started pounding harder while
she just about exploded with enthusiasm.

Of course this was just emotional abuse on my part, A "real man" would never call his
beautiful unicorn any sort of derogatory teasing name. A "quality woman" hates being
teased only "those bad women" would respond positively. Fuck it I can't even finish
this paragraph, I just don't even feel the need to use sarcasm, the humor would be lost
on these feminist/white knight trolls currently brigading here.

My game really started to click when I learned how to push more often, it actually
comes really easily for me. Just like how you don't have to overtly use dread when
you're actually fucking other women, the hamster will do the work for you when she
sees the box of condoms in your car slowly dwindling in supply. You don't have to
throw it in her face that you "could" be "having lunch" with the 23 year old.

[deleted] • 1 point • 2 September, 2015 10:26 AM 

Emotional abuse now really means "not worshipping pussy"

[deleted] • 0 points • 1 September, 2015 12:54 PM 

sounds like we got a brigade coming.

I'm surprised you haven't been accused of being gay, small dick, rape, or abusing
children or something...

Ananasboat • -2 points • 1 September, 2015 11:04 AM 

Haha charmer you are.

SorcererKing • 3 points • 1 September, 2015 05:27 AM 

Lighten up, Francis!

BluepillProfessor • 2 points • 1 September, 2015 07:09 PM 

I agree this could be emotional abuse in some cases but not in those we are advocating. There is a delicate
balance that every man must find works best for him and his wife.

Women who are steeped in yougogirl or who have crushed their man beneath their heel or who are otherwise
strong often welcome gentle teasing- yes even to the point of tears.

Allow me to give an example.

We breed puppies and one of them had a slight birth defect predisposing her to later hip dysplasia. We were
at the vet to see if he recommended euthanasia. We met separately at the vet, me with the puppy and my wife
with a shoe box which I knew contained papers and such for the examination.

I couldn't resist:

"I see you brought a box to take home the puppy."
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She looked at me and started to sob with tears running down her face.

[taking her in my arms and laughing] "Awww, I know sweety. I know."

[deleted] • 0 points • 1 September, 2015 07:37 PM 

Push and pull.

Cant beat it with a stick

watch_ping • 1 point • 1 September, 2015 04:28 PM 

Let us know how far you get since you're unwilling to use dread. Protip: your wife doesn't mind using
emotional abuse on you.

dandar4600 • 3 points • 1 September, 2015 11:37 AM 

I agree about sometimes creating conflict for the fuck of it. Having said that, you're supposed to be the oak for
your wife. Instead you're suggesting to act like a teenage girl would and emotionally hurt your wife (sandwich
example and date example.) Sure, it's OK to be a dick sometimes but do it when the outcome is of a benefit to
you and your family. Your examples don't really benefit anyone.

[deleted] • 1 point • 1 September, 2015 12:56 PM 

Sometimes..and I mean occasionally,

I only wish he had mentionned how it's not something to do all day, but only occasionally

[deleted] • 1 point • 1 September, 2015 01:31 PM 

Did you even read what I wrote? If you did then you just took from it what you wanted to take.

[deleted] • -1 points • 1 September, 2015 03:50 AM

[permanently deleted]

[deleted] • 3 points • 1 September, 2015 12:58 PM 

ah yes /r/TheBluePill the land where the heterosexual lady hamster faggotry and poor comebacks reign
supreme why do i expect any different

Can't figure you out. was thinking troll, but you shit on BP too. I'm thinking malcontent.

Perhaps you might find a better home in another sub

cvzfghj • -5 points • 1 September, 2015 02:22 PM 

now is the winter of our discontent....

and in an effort to leave no ideology uncriticized (besides my own ofc) i consider myself an equal
opportunity troll

[deleted] • 2 points • 1 September, 2015 03:03 PM 

Oh, I'm fucking done with this.

cvzfghj • -5 points • 1 September, 2015 03:44 AM 

lol u guise
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